Abstract-In this paper. we consider the design of a physical network topolog). that meets il high level of reliability using unreliable network elements. We are motivated hy the use of networks, and in particular, alluptical networks. for high-reliability applicatium which involve unusual and catastrophic strevses. O u r network nmdel is one in which nodes are invulnerable ond links are subject to failure, and we consider both statistically independent and dependent link failures. O u r reliahility metrics are the all-tcrniinal connectedness n i e s u r e and the less commonly considered two-terminal connectedness measure. We compare in the low and high stress regimes, via analytical approximations and simulations, common commercial architectures designed for allterminal reliability when links are very reliable with alternative architecturrc which are mindful of both of our reliahilily metrics and regimes of slress. Furthermore, we show that for independent link failures network design should be optimized with respect to reliahility under liigh stress. as reliability under low stress is less sensitive to grapli structure; and that under high stress. very high node degrees ace required to achieve moderate reliability performance. Finally, in our discussion of correlated failure models we show the danger in relying on an independent failure model and the need for the network architect tn niinimhe component failure dependencies.
I.ocal-area nelwork (1.AN) design for applications which demand very high lcvcls nt' reliability is becoming an important research issue owing tn the increase in thc numhcr of such applications and the inahility of commercial architectures to meet their stringent reliability requirements. the high cost of fiber runs. An additional benefit ofhighly connected network topologies is that these networks substantially reduce hop counts and thus save on expensive switching equipment. n e latter issue ofprotocol design is not addressed in this work. although we refer the reader to [I] for an example o i a robust protocol known as lightpath diversity'. which can be used in optical networks in place of alternate routing to guarantee critical message delivery deadlines.
The model we will be using in this paper. where nodes are invulnerable and links are vulnerable. is particularly relevant to all-optical networks. In such networks. the highly-reliable passive optics in network nodes are modelled as invulnerable graph nodes, and fiber links, tunable lasers and receivers. which are significantly more prone to failures. are abstracted as vulnerable graph edges.
In our study. we are solely concerned with the connectedness measures of a network. While network reliability metrics such as throughput (c delay may be relevant to some network appiicatiuns 121. cunnecteduess measures are appropriate in skuations where network performance is considered satisfactory as long as die network remains conuected. or when the network's ahilily to provide a rninirnal level of service is of interest.
In this work. we consider networks under both low arid high stress. In low suess situations. we assume diat link failures occur with probability apprvxirnately 0.2 or below arid can be statistically dependent. In high stress situations. link failures occur with probability approximately 0.5 or above and can again be statistically dependent. Most reliability studies to date have focused on the analysis and design of networks. with emphasis on all-terminal reliability when links are very reliable. This is appropriate when modelling benigii component fdlures due to low stress. such as normal wear of components. However. the design of networks for when links are unreliable owing to high stress. which is addressed in this paper. should not he overlooked. In situations where the probability that a network is connected is quite small. connectedness among a few critical rides could still allow for important functions to he carried out. or for the system to degrade with progressive failure gacefully. We emphasize that our consideration of high link failure probability does not suggest that networks normally operate in this mode. Ilather. hi& link failure probabilities are that a catastrophic stress has occurred. turthermore. the assumption in the majority of previous 'In liehlplth diversity. a power-limited optical t m~~n i t t s r splits its trimnuta d dala n l o n~ multiple disjoint optical paths. 'lhc s i p u l s from multiplc paths are thin recombined at the receiver and decded. . Establishing graph-lheoretic principles for the design of networks under stress for all-and two-terminal reliability connectedness criteria.
. Comparing analytically the graph-theoretic design criteria for low stress and high stress regimes.
. Studying and comparing numerically common commercial network designs with designs optimized for high stress and low stress regimes. Some uecessary background is provided in Section 11. Section III discusses network design under the assumption of statistically independent link failures. In this section. we propose and justify a design methodology and carry out a series of simulations to gain design insights. In Section IV. we consider network design under statistically dependent link failures. We introduce a simple Markov model. and then c m y out approximate reliability analyses of special network topologies.
KELIABILITY METRICS AND KELIABLE ZIEL'WOKK 'LI)PULVFIES
In this work a network is modelled as an undirected graph G .
Two distinct nodes in such a graph are connected if there exists a path between the nodes. An undirected graph is conneclerl if there exists a path between every pair of distinct nndes. A (minimal) set of edges in a graph whose removal disconnects the graph is a (prime) u&e ~iilsef. A (minimal) set of nodes which has the Same property is a ( p r i m ) nude ~i i t s~t .
The minimum cardinality nf an edge cutset is Ihe e& cunneclivit? or cohesion X(G). The minimum cardinality of a node cutset is the nude connecih,ih or ronnectivil? x(G). A~a l o : o~~ twoterminal metrics are the edge-connectivity A,,t(C) and uodeconnectivity g.ci(C:) with respect lo apair ofnodcs .-:md d. The two-terminal edge (rcspectivrly. node) conncctivity of a graph is the minimum numbcr of cdgcs (rcspectivcly. nodcs) whosc rcmoval disconnccts the nodc pair.
A. Detei-tuiiiistic niewics
Two rudimentary. deterministic. all-terminal reliahility criteria are the cohesion and connectivity of the graph underlying a network. An ii-node, e-edge graph having maximum cohesion is a rnor-X graph. Similarly. an n-node. e-edge graph having maximum connectivity is a filar-g graph. The following hounds relate connectivity and cohesion to the basic parameters of a graph 131:
where 0' is the minimum degree ofthe graph. Harary has shown that the hounds in ( I ) can be achieved. through the construction of Harun g r a p h [4] . More refined deterministic criteria for network reliability can also bc defined. such as the n u m k r of edge or node cutsets of order X or x in a inus-A or illor-x graph.
respectively. A graph is super-A if it is max-X and every d g e disconnecting set of order X isolates a point of degree A.
An alternative measure of a graph's ability to remain connected is the iiumher of spanning trees t ( G ) it possesses. The characterization of graphs with.a maximum number of trees has been solved for sparse graphs when the number of edges is at most n+3. and for dense graphs when the number ofedges is at most 012 less than that of the complete graph K , , the 7,-node graph which has all of its nodes adjacent [5-71.
B. Probobilisfic ii~elrics
Deterministic reliability metrics do not provide adequate measure of the susceptibility of networks to disconnection because these metrics do not account for the reliability oinetwork components. Probabilistic reliability criteria. on the other hand. require knowledge oideterministic network properties. in addition to the reliability of network components. and thus yield a more meaningful measure of nctwork reliability. For this reason. this work is primarily concerned with probabilistic reliability criteria.
Probabilistic reliability metrics require h e concept of a probabilistic graph. A prububilirtir' gruph is an undirected graph where each node has an associated probability of being in an operational state aud likewise for cach edge. In pmbabilistic reliability analyses. networks under stress are modelled as probabilistic graphs. Almost all approaches to probabilistic reliability analysis have focused on the probability that a subset of nodes in a network are connected when links are very reliable. Thus. the alltermitial reliability ofa probabilistic graph can be defiued as Ihe probability that any two ninies in the graph have an operatin: path connecting them. If links rail in a statistically independent fashion with probability p. then the all-terminal reliability In this case, an optimally reliable g a p h -one that achieves the maximum P C ( C , p ) over all graphs with the same number of nodes and edges -has a minimum number of cutsets of size The two-tcrminal rcliahility of i f prohahilistic graph is thc prohahility that a given pair ofnodes, s and (1: have an operating path connecting them: 
D. Cagm and Moore praplrs
We iiow discuss regular graphs which. lor a given number i i l nodes and edges. achieve rnaxiinuin girth. The prohlern of firidiiig such graphs is equivalent to the well-studied cage prohlein -finding regular graphs oldegree A and girth '1 with the minimum number of nodes U ( & I). 'The search for cages with degrees excecxiing three and girths exceeding five has proven to he very difticult with few results obtained. In the following. we discuss network design i n the two extreme regions of link vulnerability with respect to our two reliability metrics. l i Designing for all-terminal reliubilitx when p is low:
When p is low and we would like to design a network for mal graphs lies within the super-,\ family. Intuitively. this is because super-X graphs minimize the probability of low-order cutset events. which are the most likely disconnection scenar- See Figure 4 for an illustration n i the Muore graph with (1 = 5 and A = 3. also known as the Petersen graph.
NETWORK DESIGN WITH

STATlSTICAI.1.Y 1Nl)EPliNDENT [LINK FAl1.lIKES
In this section. we model networks as probabilistic graphs with the following properties:
. Nodes are invulnerable.
Edges fail in a statistically independent fashion with proh-
. Once an edge fails it cannot be repaired.
A. Design of relioble nrfworks
Circulants are excellent candidate graphs for high-reliability network design for a numher ofrrasons. The circulant family of graphs is rich -a circulant graph can be defined for most combinations of number of nodes anddegree. In addition. circulants inherently possess good reliability properties. For example. i n our discussion t l i circulants in Section 11-C. we indicated that iirarly all circulants are super-A. Furthermore. in a recent work by Sawionek, Wujciechowski and Arabas [13] . the family of ios under the assumption of low p . In [141. Bauer et al. derive an explicit hound on 1' for which super-A graphs are optimal. and also derive conditions which ensure that P,(G! p ) is at least (1 + e ) times greater for super-A graphs than for non-super-,\ graphs.
Within the class of super-X graphs. even degree Harary graphs were shown to he especially good when p is low. since they achieve the fewest number of cutsets ofcardinality i. when 161. 3 ) Dr.sigiiingf#r-all-trrsiinul ~-~l i a b i l i l~ when 17 is high: As discussed in Section 11-B. when we are interested in optimizing the design iifa network with respect to all-terminal reliability in the high p regime. we seek a11 architecture which maximizes the number of spanning trees. Intuitively. this is because 
) Designing for MY-lei-rliinal rrIiubi1;p wlien p is high:
We now consider the task of designing a network to maximize
which is just the probability that a single shortest path hetween the most distant node pair is available. The relationship among 11, I; and A for circulant graphs was investigated in [SI by Boesch and W M~. In [IS] . we show that in the best case. the diameters of degree A circulants grow as the root of the number of nodes 1 1 . Constructions of graphs which mcct this hound for the case of A = 4 can he found in 191. O n thc othcr hand, we rcciill from our discussion in Scction TI-I) that thc diameters of Moore graphs grow with the logarithm of the numher of nodes 7 1 . However, for networks o f 5 0 nodes or less the diiference in the minimum degree required when the diameter is held constant. is usually zero or one. Furthermore. recall that with the exception o i a few contigurations, graphs which achieve the Moore bound do not exist. Thus, circulant graphs which achieve the diameter bounds in [I51 are optimal or nearly uptimal with respect to two-terminal reliahility when the numher of nodes is on the order o i tens. which is the case for most networks we consider.
We conclude this subsection by noting that there Seems to exist a relationship between a graph's diameter and its numher of spanning trees. although the precise relationship is unclear. In most instances. regular graphs with small diameters have a large number of spanning trees. However. in general. a smaller diameter does not imply a larger number o i spanning trees. or vice versa. The intuition hehirid this trend is Iliat Tor Ihe same iiumhrr oI iiodes aiid edges. h e iiodes of symmetric graphs with larger diameters are generally more distant Srom Probahiliiy of dirrunncctioa vilrsus p for the 14 node Ethernet. ring.
one another. Consequently, there are fewer combinations of edges which cnuld fnrm spanning trees owing to the consuaints which ensure that nodes are distant. Ilence. the number ofspanning trees generally decreases with diameter when the number of nodes and edges is held constant. Therefore. as in the case of low 11. there exist synergies hetween the optimality criteria for all-and two-tcrminal reliability for high 1' .
B. Si~iirlaliori I-esrrlls
I ) Cornirirrciul networks xv" our candidate topologies:
We now conduct a comparison among Harary graphs -one of our candidate topologies -and some topologies employed in commercial networks -dual-homed switch graphs. rings. and multiple fiber rings.
The dual-homed switch architecture is illustrated in Figure 6 . In this topology. each node is counected to a primary and a secondary switch through a dedicated link. In addition. the two switches are bridged. Communication hetween a node pair. although normally tirst attempted Uirough the primary switch. can he carried out via any available path. Switched Ethernet is a common example of the dual-homed switch architccture 1171. and we will therefore reier to the dual-homed switch architecture simply as Ethernet. In an V I multiple fiber ring graph. there are ni undirected edges between nodes that would otherwise have one undirected edge in a ring graph. For brevity. we refer to multiple tiher rings simply as multi-rings.
In our coniparisoii. cach graph supports 14 nodes and the degree of the multi-ring and the Harary graph is four. We further assume that nodes. including the two switches in the Ethernet topology. are invulnerable. and that the Ethernet bridge reliability is identical to that ofthe other links in the network. are the degree two topologies'. Ethernet exhibits hetter all-and two-terminal reliability. Ethernet's superior performance can be attributed to the fact its number of lowest-order cutsets scales weakly with the number of nodes in the graph. For example. for all-terminal reliability. the number of cutsets of order two is n = 14 in Ethernet. whereas it is (;) = 91 in the ring. Sirnlarly. ior two-terminal reliability. the number of cutsets of order two is two in Ethernet. whereas it is n 2 / 4 = 49 in the ring. The same scalability explanation also applies when accounting In Figure 8 . the perlormance of the topologies is plotted when y 2 I/?. The bottom section of the plat. which is i l l little practical interest. is grayed out. With respect to allterminal reliability. the H( 14: 4) graph again outperforms the aforemeniioned graphs. H(14,4) has 1.9898 x 10" spanning trees. whereas the doublc ring has n2"-1 = 1 .ldB9 x IO5 spanning trees. Hence. we expect H(14,4) to periorm better than the double ring. which is indeed the case. Furthermore. Ethernet has far mnre spanning trees than the ring, which only has ) I = 14. thus accounting for its superior reliability performance. AS can be Seen from the modest all-terminal probabilities of connection. all-terminal connectedness is too stringent a requirement for the high p regime. In fact, very rich connectedness among network nodes is required for even moderate connectedness. as seen hy the performance of the the H (14: 10)
graph. Thus. in the high p regime it is makes more sense to design for partial. or two-terminal connectedness. As discussed in the introductory section. connectedness among only critical nodes in the network could still allow ior important network lunctioris to be carried out. or lor iiilure to occur pacefully. With respect to two-terminal reliability. Ethernet achieves the best performance of all. owing to its diameter of two. H ( 14: 4) has the next best two-terminal performance with a diameter of four. whereas the ring and the double ring possess diameters of 117/2] = i. Of course. the price paid for the better reliability of Ethernet in this respect is the cost of the two high degree switches. The attractiveness of the Ethernet topology is futher diminished when one considers node failures. which admittedly is outside the scope of this work. In the case of vulnerable nodes. two single failures at the switches can bring the entire network down. Furthermore. it should he noted that when p is high it is possible to find circulant graphs with the same number of nodes and edges which possess more spanning trees and smaller diameters. and hence better reliability performance when 1, is high. than the corresponding Harary graphs 1151.
The comparison conducted in this subsection substantiates our claim that circulant graphs. such as Harary graphs. possess reliability advantages relative to topologies employed in present-day commercial networks. In fact. Harary graphs outperformed the other topologies except when two-terminal reliability in the high p regime was considered. We conclude that there is a significant reliability advantage in strategic positioning of link capacity. as in circnlant graphs, rather lhan adding redundant backup links. We next conduct simulation comparisons among a variety of circulant topologies.
In this section, we present simulation results for several network designs. These results verify our previous insights. and also shed light on the relative performance of different network configurations.
In our lint set of sirnulations. we consider h e Petersen graph ( h e Moore graph with g = i and A = :3). and lhe Harary graphs. H( 10: 3 ) and H(10:4). When p is low. Figure 9 indicates the expected result that H ( 10: 4) possesses a lower proba-
2) Cotriporison unfong cun(lir1ote topologies:
0-7803-8355-9/04L$20.00 82004 IEEE. It is only when two-terminal reliability in the p high regime is of interest that Moore graphs present a noticeable advantage over other competing topologies, as they puss e s~ smaller graph diameters. Thus. when designing a network topology we should fucus in optimizing the network structure wit1 respect to high suess reliabilily. as low suess reliability is virtually unchanged provided that the underlying graph is super-A. which is lhe case lbr nearly all circulanls.
In our next set of simulations. we investigate the effect of node degree on reliability in the p 2 112 regime. Specifically, we are interested in determining the node degrees required to achieve all-and two-terminal reliabilities in the range ofO.l to 1. For our simulations. we consider a variety of 14 node circuIants. Figure IO depicts the all-terminal performance of these graphs in h e y 2 1/2 regime. As expected. the all-terminal reliability increases with node degree. However. the performance gain from increasing the node degree diminishes as the node degree increases. For example. the performance gain from increasing the node degree from four to seven is far greater than that of increasing the node degree irom seven to ten. Another nbsrrvation is that the performance difference among graphs with the same node degree is more pronounced at lower node degrees than at higher node degrees. This is because structural changes in sparser graphs can inore dramalically al'lect lhe relative reliability properties o l graphs Llilrri in denser graphs. Unlortunalely. these simulations also indicate that to achieve allterminal reliabilities in therange of0.l to I when JI > 1/?, very Pis. 11. \VO~SI.E~X prohahilily of nod6 pair comeclion versus p for H( 14. 4).
CL4@.:i), H(14.7).CI,(1.3,5.7). H ( 1 4 , 1 0 ) . C~r ( l . 2 . . 1 .~, 6 ) m d t h c
high node degrees are required. In fact. when I, exceeds roughly 0.87. even the complete graph Kl., cannot achieve a reliability above 0.1. Furthermore. in line with our previous observation. once we realize that a high node degree is required to achieve a reliability in the range ofO.1 to 1. the graph's actual structure is not very important.
Our simulation results for the two-terminal reliability of the same seven graphs in the p 2 112 regime are illustrated in Figure 11 . The trends observed in this tigure are similar to those discussed above. In fact. for two terminal-reliability. some trends are even more pronounced. For example, the periormance difference of graphs with the same node degree is quite significant at lower degrees. while the performance ofthe graphs is virtually indistinguishable at higher degrees. Intuitively. this is because topological idiosyncrasies (i.e. diameter) of graphs are magnitied in a graph's two-terminal reliability tigure since the connectedness ofthe worst node pair is only considered; whereas, all-terminal reliability is aglobal connectedness measure. Thc simulation resul1.s also indicate that twohove 0.1 can hc achicved at low to moderate node dcgrecs. Fix cxamplc. the minimum diameter circulant CI4 ('2: :3) ofdegree four, achieves-two-terminal reliahilities above 0. I when p is less than approximately 0.75.
Iv. NETWORK DESIGN WITH STATISTICALLY DEPENDENT LINK FAILURES
As discussed in the introductory section. many situations arise for which the modelling assumption Lhat network links fail in a statistically independent fashion is inappropriate. As we shall see. modelling link failures in a statistically independent lashion can lrad lo dangerously oplimisiic conclusions regardill: the reliability o l a Iietwork. Furtlierrnore. while we do not explicilly address node Pilures in this work. node failures call be partly addressed by the use oldependent link failure models.
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In this section. we carry out :ipproximate reliability analyses of rpccial network topologies hased on existing dependent link failure modcls as well as a ncw Markov model inuoduccd hcrc.
Unfortunately. the dificrcnt assumptions used in each of thcsc models preclude a very mcaningful comparison among these topologies. except when small correlation among link failures is present. These models. however. may be applied i n comparisons among graphs belonging to the same family.
The analyses conducted here are probabilistic and quantitative in nature. whereas other recent work in correlated link failures. such as Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs) [IX:l. are not.
A. Murkov illude/
In order to illusuate our Markov model. consider IJI links which are of interest. / I , /2. . . . ~ /"?. Now. let us assume that there is a Markovian failure dependency among these i i i links: h a t is. conditioned on the slate of link j -1, link j is independent d die states of links 1: 2: . . . : j -2 , Let I j denoie the event lhat link j is operational, and le1 7 , denote that link j is not operational. Let us further assume that lhe marginal prohability distribulions of the slates of each of the links is identical 1i.e. Pr (7, ) = p). and that Pr (zjllj-~) is also identical for all j . Thus. the probability that all rn links have failed is given by:
Alternatively. in terms of the correlation coefficient p of the stales of adjacent links, the probability that all ni links fail is:
Pr(71T2...I,") = p [ p ( l -p ) + p ] l " -'
17)
Note that i f p is low and p >> p. then the probability that all in links have failed is approximately equal to pp'"'.
U. Kdiubilir? ufrhr Etlrrrnn gruplr
We now compute the reliability of the Ethernet graph when dependence among link iailures is present. We assume that nodes. including switches, are invulnerable. and that link failures arc corrclatcd only if the corrcsponding links arc incidcnt at the samc non-switch node. Whcthcr or not this is a rcalistic modcl depends on how the Ethernet is physically configured.
For example. the above model would he realistic for Ethernets in which line cards at the switches reside in separate hackplanes. lising this dependent Failure model. the prohability of connection of the graph is:
and thc two-tcrminal probability of connection is:
where pa denotes ihc probability o i iailure of the bridge joining the switches.
C. X u l i i i h i / i f~ of ring uiid riirrlli-ring grnpli.~
In this suhscction. wc develop ;ipproximatc cxprcssions fix thc all-and two-terminal rcliahility of rings and multi-rings. assuming that nodcs arc invulnerable and that links fail in ii statistically dcpcndcnt fashion using ii slight cx~cnsinn of oiir Markov model. 1 ) Ring grupli: Assuming that nodes are invulnerable. the prohahility that a ring remains connected is die prohahility that zero links or exactly one link fails in the ring. These two probabilities can be computed using a chain rule expansion along consecutive links around the ring. In line with our Markov model. we make the simpliiying assumption that die state of a link is governed by the statels) o i its most immediate neighborls). Note that the state of the final link in the expansion is influenced by its two adjacent links. rather thdn by just one link.
For an ,?-node ring, the probability ofgraph connection cm thus be expressed as:
To compute the two-terminal reliability. we note that the prohability that a node pair remains is connected is equal to the probability that all of the links on at least one of the two dis- Note that the conditional probability in this expression for parallel links is different from the previous conditional probability for consecutive links in the ring. In addition. the conditional prohahility for consecutive links takes on a slighdy different meaning in this context -it is the prohabi~ity that (11 /eosr une of the parallel links is up given that ut Irusr one of the previous parallel links is up. proximity when the nodes in S j are consecutive, we reason that a conservative estimate for U1e reliability o i Harary graphs can be obtained by treating each possible Sj as a consecutive partition of nodes. We cannot rigorously state that such an estimate would be a lower bound for the probability of graph connection because in order to do so, we would need a complete probability distribution for the states of all links in the graph. for the all-and two-terminal probabilities ofdisconnection. respectively. On the other hand. the independence model yields the values ' 1 x Ill-' and 2.5 x respectively. For large values of;, the above asymptotic expression are no longer good estimates of the all-and two-terminal reliahilities. In the limit o f i = p-' (equivalently. p = 1). these estimates do not approach p. which is the expected probability ofdisconnection. We altrihutc the diminishing accuracy 11f the asymptotic expressions to the fact that rhcsc estimates arc union bounds on failurc cvcnls. As L incrcascs. the probability that inultiplc failure cvents simullancously increases. thcrcby making the union hound loose.
E. Two-terminal rrliubilif? !+lien p i s high
As mentioned in Section 111-8. wheii p is high. it makes seiise Lo consider die two-terminal reliabiliiy of a network radier than Ihe inure suirigerit all-terminal incuic. When p is high and we are interested in the two-terminal reliability o f a graph. we use where. again. FT (/,ll7-1) denotes the probability that l i n k j is operational given that link j -1 is operational.
AS an example. let us consider a 20 node, degree four Harary graph with probability of link operation IO-* and conditional probability F~( l~~l~-~) = 5 x IO-'. Note that for Harary graphs. the diameter grows linearly with the number of nodes in the graph. In t h i s example. the network diameter is five. Our dependency model yields a lower hound o f 6 . X x lo-'. whereas the independence model yields a lower bound of 1 x 10-". E Appro.titnnft! reliabilin pc?rf?irfi,n,mnce of topologies We conclude this section hy investigating the reliability peri'onnancc o f h e topologies studied in the previous subsections. It is difficult to make a fair reliability corngarison among llle Ethernet. ring. multi-ring and Hwary graphs studied here hecause the underlying dependent failure models make different assumptions regardine tlie nature of die link failure correlations. When die correlation coefficient p is small -h a t is. when link failures are alrnost independent -llie relative performance o l the topologies is what we would expect from dle independent failure model. 0-7803-8355-9/04~20.00 02004 BEE.
As p increases. the different assumptions in the different dependent M u r e models manifest themselves. For examplc. H(10,:3). which possesses the hcst rcliahility performance among all graphs when (J % U. cxhihits increasingly poor pcrformancc rclativc to the other graphs as p increases to unity. We attribute this 10 the conservative model developed for Hilrary graphs in Section IV-D when p is low. In this model. we first made the pessimistic assumption that every graph disconnection scenario is a partitioning of the graph into two subsets of consecutively numbered nodes. We then made the additional assumption that the links joining these two partitions illc equally correlated. Thus. a s p increases we expect the accuracy of our model to diminish. In Fact. in the extreme scenario where p = 1. we require the all-and two-terminal reliahilities to reduce to p . However. as illustrated in Figure 12 . our model yields prohahilities of disconnection greater than y . On the other hand.
our model fix the ring and multi-ring graphs in Section IV-C yields correct asymptotic reliabilities when p = 1. as illustrated in Figure 12 . For our dependent failure model of the Ethernet graph in Section IV-B. in the extreme scenario where p = 1 we obtain prohahilities of disconnection greatcr than p. nwing 111 our assumption that correlation only exists among the two l i n k incident at each non-switching node.
2) Tn.u-rei-iiiinal rdiuhilin n8hen p is /ii,qh: Figure 13 depicts the two-terminal reliability as a function of the correlation coefficient p for the ten node Ethernet. ring, double-ring. H(10,3) and Petersen graphs. when p = 0.9. The analysis underlying the prformance of the H ( 10; 3) and Petersen graphs is that of Section WE. in which we conservatively only account for the prohahilily that a single shortest path between the node pair exists. The model underlying the ring inid multiring topologies is that of Section IV-C. Lastly. for the Ethernet graph. the model used is that of Section IV-B, which implies that link failures along the shortest path hetween the node pair are statistically independent.
When p N 0. the trends depicted in Figure 13 are what we expect from the independent failure model. Specifically. the relative performance of the topologies is largely governed hy their respective diameters. As p increases. however. the effect of these different network diameters diminishes. As can be seen from Figure 13 . the reliability performances of the H(10,:3), Petersen. rin: and multi-ring graphs converge to the expected value OS (1 -11) . Ethernet. however. owing to the assumptions of its model. exhibits a peculiar downward uerid as p increases. When p % 0: the two-terminal reliability is approximately 2(1 -p)'. which is approximately equal to the prubability of one of the two-hop paths hetween the source and destination heing operational. On the other hand. when p % 1.
the two links from each non-switch node act as one link and there is effectively only one two-hop path between the source and destination. In this case. the two-terminal reliability is approximately (1 -11)'.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work. we first considered !he design of networks with svatistically independent link failures and invulnerahk nodes. We outlined and justified a design m e h d o l o g y in which circulant graphs were the principal candidate topologies. We found that: (i) When designing a highly reliable network lopology. we should focus on nptimizing the network ~trucmre wilh respect to high strcss reliahility. This is hccausc low strcss rcliahility is virtually identical provided that the underlying graph is super-,\ (i.e. it achieves the minimum numhcr of edge cutsets of maximum cardinality). which is the case for nearly all the circulant graphs proposed hy our design methodology. (ii) To obtain alland two-terminal reliahilities in the 0.1 to 1 range when links are very unreliable (i.e. p 2 0.5). large node degrees are required and that for such high node degree graphs. the actual graph suucture is not very important.
We then hrnadened the scope of this work hy allowing for the possihility of statistical dependence among link failures.
We conducted approximate dependent failure analyses of severaL special topologies -Ethernet. ring. multi-ring and Harary graphs -using existing models and our simple Markov model. and have shown the danger in relying on an independent link Failure model. In fact, using our Markov model. the probability of failure nf 1n links with correlation coefficient p was shown to be approximately pp"-'. when p is low and p >> p . Unfortunately. the models developed for the topologies we compared rested upon different assumptions. therehy making detailed comparisons among families of graphs difficult. On the other hand. these models may find use in comparisons among graphs helonging to the same family. A lesson to he learned from this is that such reliability models only bring the network architect part way to the goal of designing a highly reliable network. The value provided by such models and techniques is determined by the network architect's ahility tu match the model and the underlying real network. Most importantly. even with crude correlated Failure models the conclusion that statistical dependence diminishes network reliability is evident. and the network architect should therefore configure a network to ininimize cornponerit failure dependencies.
More work needs to be done with respect to dependent component fiilure models. Consistent. approximate models which strike a good halance hetween simplicity and applicahility to a variety 11f topologies need to he developed. In addition. these models should possess intuitive parameters which are readily availahle to the iietwork designer. Subsequently. optirnality cotiditions for different regions olcomponent vulnerahility and dependency. akin to those developed b r h e independent liilure model. need to he pursued.
